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Korea: 

The situation in the world has become very tense again because of fighting between north 

and south Korea. The northern part of Korea is under control of the Soviets, while the southern 

part was given the freedom to vote its democratic government under protection of the United 

Nations and especially the United States. The northern forces crossed the line and attacked the 

southern part of Korea, and the U. S. intervened and is now committed to the defense of southern 

Korea regardless whether the whole might of the Russian army is entered into the defense of the 

northern Koreans. 

That is the situation that causes everyone to fear the worst. Whether this crisis will be 

stopped for a time or not the pattern of the future seems to be war between the East and the West. 

The only thing that will change this pattern of war is some change in idealism of either side or 

both sides. 'This doesn’t seem probable but it is possible. Even so, the Word of God gives us the 

course of development of the world in its ungodliness. The course leads to the final war. The 

possible peace moves do not change that course. History shows that it rather hastens the final 

chaos. 

 

Calvinism and Political Action: 

This is the subject of a symposium that has appeared in the recent issues of the Calvin 

Forum. 

For our youth who are interested in Calvinism and especially in our calling as Christians 

to give testimony to the truth as it is given to us, it is worthwhile to read this series. 

It is worthwhile because we have here the point of view of the type of Calvinism which 

we reject and deny to be true Calvinism. I wish to call attention, however, to an author that is 

new to me and who seems to have some of the same criticism that we have against some 

American and Dutch Calvinism. 

He is Justus M. van der Kroef, Professor in the department of the history of civilization in 

Michigan State College. 

Some of the points of view which are worth our notice and which indicate him to be 

someone who understands Calvinism and is intellectually honest in his quotations and 

presentation of arguments are the following: 

First of all in his quotation and understanding of Scripture: 

“This view has been criticized by Professor Donald Bouma as a ‘talent in the napkin 

technique’ (the idea of van der Kroef about non-participation in present day politics) which by 

virtue of its retreat is in ‘complete disregard of the clear teaching of Christ in Matthew 25: 34 ff.’ 

(refer to your Bible). – ‘True’, van der Kroef adds, ‘the command to render assistance and 

comfort to the poor and afflicted is incumbent on all Christians. But in order to give meat to the 

hungry, drink to the thirsty and clothing to the naked, is it necessary to participate in political 

life? And is there finally not the even greater objective of the Christian as laid down in Matthew 

6:31, 33. (Cf. your Bible). In my belief it would be difficult to find a more explicit scriptural 

sanction than this for the statement I made in my previous article: ‘The Calvinist’s first and last 

concern is not with a place in the sun, but with a possible place in the Kingdom of Heaven.” 

In the second place he gives a long quotation from Calvin's Institutes and draws the only 

conclusion possible from these words about Calvin’s position. Van dern Kroef states his position 



thus, “The very structure and character of the modern state makes any Calvinist political action 

prohibitive.” 

In the third place he seems to seek the truth regardless whether certain opinions of leaders 

have obtained currency as to the accepted Calvinistic position. For example he quotes Spoelhof’s 

criticism of his position, “It would not be too difficult to defend van der Kroef’s point from some 

of Calvin’s own pronouncements, and from history and from an article in the old ‘Calvinist 

Confession of Faith,’ and adds, “yet Spoelhof maintains that despite all these historic 

affirmations, my view unreservedly contradicts a dictum of Kuyperian Calvinism.” Then Van der 

Kroef pointedly adds, “whereupon, it may well be asked, is Kuyperian Calvinism really Calvin-

ism? Is a movement, which does not hesitate to change its platforms with frequently dazzling 

speed and which is rot adverse to political cooperation with Rome, at all representative of 

genuine Calvinism? In the first decade of its existence perhaps yes, but by now I believe that all 

the insidious secularism, which has also crept into Gereformeerd religious thought just as it has 

enveloped the Anti-revolutionary Party should be thoroughly weeded out if any Calvinist tenets 

are to be retained.” 

C. Bouma, editor of the Calvin Forum was alarmed enough to think it necessary to make 

an editorial about the symposium and question van der Kroef’s position for his readers. He 

thought that if more articles of the length of van der Kroef’s were sent in, “our readers might lose 

interest.” One of several questions he puts is, “Is this genuine Calvinism? Or is this the old 

Anabaptism world-flight in a slightly modem garb, drawing its sanctions from Kierkegaard and 

Barth?” 

I believe I have quoted enough for your interest and further discussion. 
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